
2019 Fall Collection



There’s no greater connection  
to the land than to live by it.  
To feel a handful of soil. And heat.  
And cold. And wind. Wet by Dew in mornings, 
blanketed by stars at night, The land is a 
life that ends up written on the faces and 
hands of its most devoted stewards.  
Since 1982, every piece of our expertly 
crafted American-made apparel has been 
designed for the land and those deeply 
connected to it. 

For Land. For Life.



207 | TAUPE207 | LODEN

Scout Jacket
You’re fixin’ to travel light but stay warm when the wind blows off the Sangre De Cristo’s; our new 
Scout Jacket will be mighty handy. Great as a single layer, cut to a saddle coat length…mid-thigh. 
Built with a 24 oz. Legacy Melton Wool TM shell and lined with premium taffeta. A multi-functional 
jacket featuring a six-pocket front, two inside pockets, full-grain leather collar and trimmed with 
rust proof solid brass logo shank buttons. Made in USA.
LODEN OR TAUPE W/CHOCOLATE LEATHER COLLAR
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL
207 - $255.00 | 2XL $265.00

1.800.426.20743



BLACK CHARCOAL TAUPE

Wool Big Country Rancher
The perfect ranch overcoat…featuring a hefty 24 oz. Legacy Melton Wool TM shell 
and lined with premium grade taffeta. Genuine leather trimmed collar and piping 
divide the western yokes on both the front and back. Other details include a wide 
snap down storm flap over two-way zip front, cover-stitched sleeves, 2-way front 
security/handwarmer pockets, cinch-down drawcord waist, two inside pockets, 
adjustable cuffs and snap-out fantail riding vent. This handsome coat is highly 
functional on horseback or off. Made in USA.
BLACK W/WHISKEY, CHARCOAL W/WHISKEY, 
LT. GRAY W/PALOMINO AND TAUPE W/WHISKEY 
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 220 - HOLIDAY SPECIAL REG. $265.00 NOW $199.00 FOR REGULAR SIZES

Trapper JACKET
Funny how a coat designed to withstand the rigors of ranch life works so well 
off it. The Trapper is a functional, trustworthy, piece of equipment you can 
hang your hat on. Tailored to a mid-thigh length featuring our 24 oz. Legacy 
Melton Wool TM shell and insulated with 100 grams of  SO-TEK throughout.  
The premium taffeta lining staves off the wind and is abrasion free for 
mobility. Handcrafted with roomy patch pockets which have secure button 
through flaps and side entry hand-warmer pockets, storm flap cover and 
heavy-duty two zippered front, snap-out side riding vents, two inside pockets 
and American leather trimmed collar all come standard. Made in USA.
LODEN OR TAUPE W/CHOCOLATE LEATHER COLLAR
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 211 - $285.00 | 2XL $295.00

LODEN

220 | LT.GRAY

211 | TAUPE
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Cattle Baron Drifter
Bet the ranch, your horse, heck, even your holster, but 
don’t let go of our premium ranch coat...the Cattle Baron 
Drifter. Make no mistake about it, this is a cold weather coat 
featuring a 24 oz. Legacy Melton Wool TM shell that’s water 
repellent. Then there’s the insulation; 100 grams of  SO-TEK 
sandwiched between the shell and premium grade taffeta 
lining. Take a minute to examine the workmanship with its  
six pocket front and two inside pockets; two double entry 
cargo pockets and two 7” slash pockets with hidden zippers. 
Two-way zippered front is covered with a logo snap storm 
flap. The cuffs and side riding vents are also trimmed with 
Schaefer antique brass logo snaps. Western yokes are 
featured on the front and back with the collar trimmed  
in premium full grain leather. Made in USA.
CHARCOAL W/BLACK LEATHER AND  
TAUPE W/WHISKEY LEATHER
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 250 - $290.00 | 2XL $300.00

Caprock Bison  
Bi-fold Wallet
This American bison wallet retains all the unique markings these  
majestic animals pick up on the range. Slots for ten cards, two full 
compartments behind each card slot section, and plenty of room  
for cash. Comes branded with the Schaefer logo on the inside.  
Made in USA.
BLACK AND BROWN
NO. SO-WAL224 - $65.00

250 | CHARCOAL

TAUPE

1.800.426.20745



2003 | WHITE, SLATE

Arena Vest New Colors
Range. Ranch. Roam. The Wool Arena Vest is man’s best companion. 
Dapper for an evening out on the town and functional for mornings in the field. 
Made of Schaefer’s Legacy 24 oz. heavyweight Melton Wool TM, the Arena Vest 
provides excellent mobility with its open-bottom design and full zippered front. 
The zip-up storm collar provides protection from the elements. The Arena is also 
detailed with double inside security pockets, front/back single needle tailored western 
yokes and trademark running horses embroidered on the back collar. Made in USA.
AVAILABLE IN BLACK, CHOCOLATE, HEATHER GRAY, LODEN, RED, AND TAUPE
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 730 - $170.00 | 2XL $180.00 | 3XL $190.00

Arena Jacket
Find a comfortable seat in the saddle on top of Ol’ Gus and ride 
into the great wide open with Schaefer’s Arena Jacket. A classic 
combination of unstructured simplicity, function and hand-tailored 
quality. Constructed of 24 oz. Legacy Melton Wool TM and lined 
with premium taffeta. Detailed with clean finished front and back 
western yokes, double inside pockets, storm collar, heavy-duty 
YKK zippered front and double hand-warmer pockets. Every collar 
back features contrasting embroidery of Schaefer’s trademark 
running horses. Made in USA.
BLACK, CHARCOAL, HEATHER GRAY, LODEN, AND TAUPE
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 565 - $200.00 | 2XL $210.00 | 3XL $220.00

BLACK CHARCOAL

LODEN

BLACK RED

CHOCOLATE

HEATHER GRAY

730 | HEATHER GRAY

565 | TAUPE

LODEN TAUPE
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C&C Cattle 
Baron Vest 
Cattleman who drove their steers the  
1,000 miles from Texas to Cheyenne along 
the Goodnight Loving Trail often wore vests 
for two reasons; warmth and the need for 
unrestrained motion. Our vest is created 
from hardy 24 oz. Legacy Melton Wool TM  
to keep your core warm and free up your 
arms for comfort. Solid brass snap front 
holds up to hard use. Classic lapeled full 
collar with four outside pockets, plus two 
inside conceal and carry pockets and two 
utility pockets. The hidden elasticized back 
creates a very tailored look. Made in USA.
DARK CHARCOAL
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
NO. 805CC - $160.00  
XLT-2XL $170.00 | 2XLT-3XL $180.00

Cattle Baron Vest New Colors 
The Cattle Baron is a vest which recognizes your stature. Distinctive 
frontier-styled lapel front with full collar trimmed with five solid brass 
Schaefer logo buttons. The shell is built from 24 oz. Legacy Melton 
Wool TM and hand tailored with a four pocket front and two inside 
pockets. The hidden elasticized back, creates a classic fitted look. 
Made in USA.
BLACK, CHARCOAL, CHOCOLATE, RED, AND TAUPE
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
NO. 805 - $140.00 | XLT-2XL $150.00 | 2XLT-3XL $160.00

BLACK CHARCOAL

RED TAUPE

CHOCOLATE
805 | LT. GRAY

805CC | DARK CHARCOAL
1.800.426.20747



802 | LODEN

Wool Cattleman Vest
You’re no stranger to relaxing after a hard week’s work. But when 
the fire dies down, you roll up your sleeves and head out to the 
woodpile. Soon enough, you’ll be back inside to build up the fire. 
Good thing you have a Wool Cattleman vest to throw on to keep 
your core warm. The 24 oz. Legacy Melton Wool™ shell and nylon 
lined body will never let you down. Full grain American cowhide 
is set on the collar, front and back yokes are set apart with hand-
tailored single needle stitch detail. The front features a 2-way 
zippered storm flap front, two snap flap security pockets and two 
hand-warmer pockets. Two inside pockets are always built in. 
Made in USA.
BLACK/WHISKEY, CHARCOAL/BLACK, AND TAUPE/WHISKEY
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 713 - $170.00 | 2XL $180.00 | 3XL $190.00

BLACK CHARCOAL 713 | TAUPE

Scout Vest
A great adventure starts with the Scout Vest and the right gear. 
Structured with a 24 oz. Legacy Melton WoolTM shell that keeps 
you warm even in inclement weather, and lined with durable 
4 oz. poplin. Six outside and two inside utility pockets provide more 
than enough room for a knife, tools, flashlight, phone, and the like. 
Trimmed with solid brass two-piece die cast logo buttons. Classic 
v-neck cut wears well as a stand-alone or significant layer, and the 
added kidney flap provides warmth and comfort to your back side. 
Made in USA.
BLACK, CHARCOAL, HEATHER GRAY, AND LODEN
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 802 - $150.00 | 2XL $160.00 | 3XL $170.00

BLACK CHARCOAL

HEATHER GRAY 802 | LODEN
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2003 | WHITE, SLATE

707 | CHARCOAL HERRINGBONE

CHARCOAL HERRINGBONE RED HERRINGBONE

DARK CHARCOAL TAUPE

McClure Vest 
This vest makes a statement with its rich wool shell, frontier lapels and flattering 
tailored fit due to the elasticized back. The feel of Legacy Melton Wool™ is 
unmistakable and it goes on smooth with the heavyweight taffeta lining.  
The 18 oz. weight is great for any weather and all necessities can be stowed  
away in the four pocket front and two inside pockets. Made in USA.
MERINO WOOL - CHARCOAL HERRINGBONE AND CHOCOLATE HERRINGBONE 
LEGACY MELTON WOOLTM - BLACK, DARK CHARCOAL, AND TAUPE
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
NO. 707 - $150.00 | XLT-2XL $160.00 | 2XLT-3XL $170.00

CHOCOLATE HERRINGBONE

BLACK

TAUPE

828 | CHOCOLATE HERRINGBONE

McKenzie Vest
The next evolution of western styled vests brings the McKenzie. Constructed of rich  
18 oz. 100% Merino Wool or Legacy Melton Wool™, which has always been a 
signature fabric of some of the finest English wool garments ever made. Hand detailed 
with a four pocket front, and then trimmed with solid brass logo snaps and cowhide 
leather piping on the bottom pocket welts. Lined with premium taffeta for a luxurious 
“go-on” smooth feel. Use it as a distinctive layer under our Original Drifter or turn 
heads at the poker table wearing it as a stand alone...because it will stand alone. 
Made in USA.
MERINO WOOL - CHARCOAL HERRINGBONE, 
CHOCOLATE HERRINGBONE, AND RED HERRINGBONE
LEGACY MELTON WOOLTM - DK. CHARCOAL, AND TAUPE
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 828 - HOLIDAY SPECIAL REG. $145.00 NOW $99.00 FOR REGULAR SIZES 

DARK CHARCOAL

1.800.426.20749



Austin Jacket
Your reward lies in your destination, be it 
a mountain top, river valley or just cruising 
up C.R. 179. Coffee in hand, waiting for 
the heater to run off the thick frost on the 
windshield. You’re ready to go with your 
Austin Jacket. Built from our new 15 oz. 
Legacy Lite Melton Wool TM and lined with 
premium taffeta it has the feel and comfort 
of a heavy shirt, but the bearing of a jacket. 
Trimmed with easy rolling coil zippers 
down the storm collar front and side entry 
pockets. Adjustable cuffs and oversized 
chest pockets trimmed with solid brass 
logo snaps. Detailed with a single needle 
western yoke back. Made in USA.
BLACK, BURGUNDY, HEATHER GRAY,  
AND TAUPE
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 564 - $170.00  
2XL $180.00 | 3XL $190.00

BLACK

HEATHER GRAY

564 | TAUPE564 | BURGUNDY
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Mcallin vest New
The V-Neck McAllin settles a new frontier of vestdom.  
First, we take the 15 oz. Melton Wool TM and line it with a 
double-pocketed, premium taffeta lining and then trim the 
front with solid antique brass logo snaps. Wide welt top 
pockets finish the front, while full-grain leather piping 
finishes the bottom pockets. Made in USA.
DARK CHARCOAL AND TAUPE
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
NO. 829 - $145.00 | XLT-2XL $155.00 | 3XL $165.00

DARK CHOCOLATE 829 | TAUPE

704 | HEATHER GRAY

1.800.426.207411

McCoy Vest New
You can’t kind find this vest at some strip mall or on Madison 
Avenue. This is the real McCoy. A handcrafted, lightweight wool 
vest you can wear just about anywhere or as a distinctive layer 
year-round. Hand tailored from our new 15 oz. Legacy Lite Melton 
Wool TM and lined with premium taffeta. Clean finished front is 
detailed with sharp lapels, four pockets and brass logo buttons. 
The elasticized back gives the vest a more tailored presence.  
Two good sized inside pockets allow for extra storage needing 
more security. Made in USA.
AVAILABLE IN BLACK, HEATHER GRAY AND TAUPE
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
NO. 704 - $145.00 | XLT-2XL $155.00 | 2XLT-3XL $165.00

BLACK TAUPE



DUNCAN WOOL JACKET New
It’s hard to keep the Duncan penned up on the ranch once  
it’s seen the bright lights of national finals rodeo in Vegas. 
The source of this jacket’s comfort is the crisp, yet supple  
15 oz. Melton Wool TM shell combined with 40 grams of 
insulation and premium nylon lining. It’s then gussied up  
with a six pocket front (one being quick access for your  
cell phone), double inside pockets, storm collar, two-way 
zippered front, western yoke back and adjustable snap cuffs. 
Accent solid brass logo snaps come standard. Made in USA.
DARK CHARCOAL, AND TAUPE
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 540 - $195.00 | 2XL $205.00

DARK CHARCOAL

540 | TAUPE

Schaefer Double Bit Axe
Weighs just over a pound. Heat treated 4140 Alloy steel hardened to a Rockwell rating 
of 51-59 HRC. The double bit is perfect for clearing light brush and splitting kindling. 
Equally at home next to the fireplace as it is around the campfire. Handy and easily 
stows away under the back seat and travels well in a hunting backpack. Comes 
complete with a 12” southern hickory handle and leather belt sheath. Made in USA.
NO. MM-08 $69.00
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Blanket Fleece  
Legend Denim Jacket
You’ve followed an old rancher’s directions and made your way over the hill to a 
500-acre spread for sale nestled in a breathtaking valley. It was yours for the taking...
so you took it. The Legend attracts that sort of adventure. Constructed of 14.5 oz. 
American DenimTM with fleece blanket lined body, nylon lined sleeves, cowhide collar, 
4-pocket front, and two inside pockets. Machine washable. Made in USA.
STONEWASHED INDIGO W/COWHIDE COLLAR
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 583 - $180.00 | 2XL $190.00 | 3XL $200.00

1.800.426.207413

Legend Denim 
Jacket
Remember your first denim jacket...stiff, dark, 
and not very western? Schaefer was the first to 
design an authentic cowboy denim jacket with 
a cowhide leather trimmed collar. Tailored with 
double-stitch seams throughout, double v-shaped 
western yoke back, and matching western chest 
patch pockets, slash hand warmer pockets, 
adjustable button tab waist, and two inside 
pockets. Trimmed throughout with Schaefer’s 
signature two-piece die cast solid brass logo 
buttons. Extra roomy, stonewashed  
14.5 oz. denim for comfort. 100% cotton.  
Machine washable. Made in USA.
STONEWASHED INDIGO W/COWHIDE COLLAR
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 581 - $150.00 | 2XL $160.00  
3XL $170.00



Goatskin RanchHands®

Our Goatskin Roper is without a doubt the most dependable hand protection. Designed for handling a rifle, 
hatchet, reins and ropes. Made of genuine, full grain goatskin and expertly sewn for a slightly tailored fit.  
The naturally supple leather and cinch wrist strap creates a perfect fit. Made in USA.
NATURAL
S, M, L, XL
NO. R-H120 - $48.00

Deerskin RanchHands®

Our Deerskin gloves are table cut, each individually and by hand from premium  
select deer hides. Hand stitched and tailored for a close, custom fit. Made in USA.
NATURAL OR NATURAL WITH VELUX INSULATION
XS, S, M, L, XL 
NO. R-H110 - $55.00
NO. R-H110V W/VELUX INSULATION - $60.00

RAGG WOOL RanchHands®

Classic Ragg Wool gloves trimmed with Deerskin leather palms. Made of 85% Wool/15% 
nylon with plenty of wrist coverage to easily cinch our Drifter coat cuff tabs over the top. 
Made in USA. 
CHARCOAL, OATMEAL, TAUPE
ONE SIZE FITS MOST
NO. R-H140 - $32.00

R-H130 R-H135

Ragg Wool Fingerless  
RanchHands®

When you still need fingertip movement and warmth everywhere else. Made of 
85% Wool/15% Nylon featuring deerskin leather palm options for Taupe & Forest. 
Use our Ragg Wool Fingerless gloves as a liner or worn separately. Made in USA.
CHARCOAL, OATMEAL AND TAUPE, DEERSKIN PALM FOR TAUPE & FOREST
ONE SIZE FITS MOST
NO. R-H130 - $16.00
NO. R-H135 W/DEERSKIN PALM - $28.00

schaeferoutfitter.com14                                                                                    

Elkskin RanchHands®

The fit and feel of extra thick, genuine elkskin gloves is unforgettable. Elkskin 
RanchHands are built from select premium elk hides and hand sewn with keystone 
thumb and elasticized wrist for freedom of movement and comfort. Made in USA.
NATURAL OR NATURAL WITH VELUX INSULATION
XS, S, M, L, XL 
NO. R-H105 - $55.00
NO. R-H105V W/VELUX INSULATION - $60.00



BLACK CHOCOLATE

568 | OLIVE
1.800.426.207415

Canyon Cruiser
The Canyon Cruiser easily reins in those chilly mornings moving the 
herd. Lightweight and warm with 40 grams of  SO-TEK insulation 
quilted into our exclusive 5 oz. NymaxTM aviator grade nylon which 
is durable, plus wind and water resistant. It’s multi-functional design 
features six large compartment front with a quick access zipper 
entry for a cell phone plus an additional 2 inside pockets, heavy-
duty 2-way zippered front, snap cuffs, and zip-up storm collar. 
Made in USA.
BLACK, CHOCOLATE, AND OLIVE
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 568 - $170.00 | 2XL $180.00



835 | CHOCOLATE

schaeferoutfitter.com16                                          

Tascosa Calfskin
Bi-Fold Wallet 
Ideal if you’re looking for a classic wallet that will last a generation. Ten card compartments, 
plus two large pockets and plenty of room for cash and receipts. Constructed from rich 
calfskin with the Schaefer Outfitter logo branded on the inside. Made in USA.
BLACK AND BROWN
NO. SO-WAL-223 - $60.00

BLACK OLIVE

Bridger Vest
Don’t be surprised if you find yourself blowing off the neighborhood 
cocktail party to do something productive in your Bridger Vest like 
buying some cattle from the stockyards to herd through the cul-de-sac. 
Crafted of 5 oz. NyMaxTM aviator nylon that’s quilted with 40 grams of  
SO-TEK insulation and premium taffeta. Features pockets to brag about 
with deep hand warmers and extra-large snap-flap chest pockets and 
two insiders. All trimmed with solid brass logo snaps and rivets.
Made in USA.
BLACK, CHOCOLATE, AND OLIVE
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 835 - $130.00 | 2XL $140.00



SO-SF | SADDLE

SO-SF

SO-DF

SO-TC
1.800.426.207417

A new breed of Fort Worth made luggage by Schaefer Outfitter. 
Introducing The Worth Collection, a series of bench-made, western lifestyle 
travel designs constructed of 18 oz. canvas duck, trimmed with solid brass 
hardware and the finest vegatable-tanned english bridle leather available.
 
Weekender Duffel New
A carry-on with two outside end compartments for quick retrieval of bare 
necessities. Wide mouth, double-zipper top entry with leather pull tabs. 
Detachable shoulder strap and snap-top side handles. Schaefer logo leather 
embossed shields on each side of bag. Made in USA.        
SADDLE
21” Long x 11” Wide x 11” Tall
SO-DF $300.00
 
South Fork Briefcase New
Easy entry briefcase with two file organizer inside pockets and two utility pockets.
Detachable shoulder strap and snap-top side handles. Schaefer logo leather 
embossed shields on each side of bag. Made in USA. 
SADDLE
17” Long x 5” Wide x 14” Tall
SO-SF $200.00
 
Travel Case New
The Travel Case can be used as a shave case, make-up kit, camera bag…
well you get the idea. The opening features a double zipper opening with leather 
zipper pull handle. Detailed bridle leather handles are featured on each end along 
with Schaefer logo embossed shields on each side. Made in USA. 
SADDLE
12” Long x 6” Wide x 5” Tall
SO-TC $100.00
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Legacy Drifter
A fashion coat from the runways of  
New York; not hardly. The Legacy was born 
out on the wide expanses of New Mexico. 
By now, most Schaefer enthusiasts are 
familiar with our trademark drifter pattern. 
The Legacy is from the same cut with a 
Fenceline® canvas shell, only upgraded with a 
rich cowhide leather collar, leather front/back 
western yoke piping, our exclusive three point 
blanket fleece lined body and 100 grams of  
SO-TEK insulation in the sleeves. A six pocket 
front, two inside utility pockets, snap-out 
side riding vents, drawcord waist and 2-way 
zippered/snapping storm flap front all come 
standard. Made in USA.
SADDLE/CHOCOLATE, AND 
TOBACCO/WHISKEY
XS, S, M ,L, XL, 2XL
NO.245 - HOLIDAY SPECIAL REG. $250.00 
NOW $220.00 FOR REGULAR SIZES 

245 | TOBACCO

245 | SADDLE



1.800.426.207419

Cattleman Vest 
Designed to give range and freedom of motion...including a built-in 
two-way zippered front, which splits from the bottom. Contrasting 
western yoke piping and collar trimmed with buttery soft full grain 
leather adding a subtle richness to a most functional garment. 
Featuring an 11 oz. water repellant, Fenceline® canvas shell and 
is lined with Sierra Plaid blanket lining to add warmth without the 
bulk. Standard Schaefer features are tailored in such as a storm flap 
front, 2-way zipper, security pockets inside and out and solid brass 
logo snap trim throughout. Made in USA.
BLACK, SADDLE, SUNTAN, TOBACCO
S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 712 - HOLIDAY SPECIAL REG. $160.00 NOW $115.00 
FOR REGULAR SIZES

SADDLEBLACK

TOBACCO
712 | SUNTAN

827 | SUNTAN

C&C Stockman Vest 
It’s not a vest, but a piece of equipment born with plenty of attitude. 
Hidden behind the front snap-close placket are ambidextrous 
concealed weapons pockets. Constructed from 11 oz. Fenceline® 
canvas, lined with premium taffeta and trimmed with full grain leather 
front pocket welts and front/back western yoke piping. In all, there’s 
four pockets on the outside and four on the inside. Made in USA.
SUNTAN W/WHISKEY LEATHER TRIM
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
NO. 827 - $160.00 | XLT-2XL $170.00 | 2XLT-3XL $180.00



BLACK NATURAL

schaeferoutfitter.com

Original Drifter 
Ride and rope in comfort with what many call the Original Cowboy Coat. 
We start with two big cargo pockets divided into two; top entry secured 
with a VelcroTM flap and an easy access side entry. Then, zippered chest 
pockets and two inside security/cell phone pockets are added to organize 
lightweight essentials. Truly functional riding features include double snap-
out side riding vents, two-way zippered/snap storm flap front, solid brass 
logo snap trim throughout, extra long riding sleeves with adjustable hook 
and loop cuff tabs, and adjustable drawstring waist. Constructed of a sturdy 
11 oz. water repellent Fenceline® canvas shell and premium taffeta lining, 
offers protection against the elements and great mobility. Made in USA.
BLACK, NATURAL, AND SUNTAN
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 202 - $210.00 | 2XL $220.00

Schaefer HC Soft Sided 
Cooler Bag New 
Our NEW Gameguard™ Schaefer Cooler Bags are known for leaving others in the cold, 
and this style takes it a step further. The exterior of this bag is constructed using a new 
fabrication designed to be waterproof and includes the addition of a waterproof zipper. 
Engineered using premium high-density foam, our 32-quart bag easily fits 48 canned 
beverages – or 36 cans plus two 10 lb. bags of ice -- and provides excellent ice retention. 
These bags incorporate great design features including an adjustable shoulder strap with 
quick-release clips and front pocket for dry goods. The smooth, easy-to-clean surface repels 
water, is incredibly durable and still collapses for easy storage. Designed in Texas. Imported.
BLACK AND CHARCOAL
Overall Measurements: 17" length x 10" width x 12" height
Pocket Measurements: 13.5" length x 9" height
NO. SO-CO - $75.00

202 | SUNTAN

312 | SUNTAN

BLACKCHARCOAL

20                                          



1.800.426.207421

312 | TOBACCO312 | SUNTAN

310 | SUNTAN

Mesquite Jacket
A traditional cowboy coat that shuns the bite of barbed 
wire and mesquite. The most essential jacket you’ll ever 
have is constructed of 15 oz. Schaefer BrushCloth® 
that’s been rangewashed. The front of the jacket features 
six pockets; two on the chest and two pairs of lower 
cargo pockets. An inside pocket is also featured for your 
eyeglasses or tally book. The front is trimmed with 
studded solid brass logo buttons with the official Schaefer 
logo tooled right in. Machine washable. Made in USA.
SUNTAN
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 310 - $150.00  
2XL $160.00 | 3XL $170.00

Ranchero Mesquite Jacket 
The forecast says snow in the mountains and blustery in the valley. There’s still 
wood to chop, horses to feed and errands in town. The perfect outerwear piece 
for all these is our Ranchero Mesquite Jacket. As comfortable as an old flannel 
shirt, the prewashed Ranchero is built of a 15 oz. BrushCloth® shell, and body 
lined with our exclusive 3 pt. blanket fleece with nylon lined sleeves. To finish it 
off, the collar is trimmed with full grain leather and the placket is trimmed with 
Schaefer solid brass logo shank buttons. Machine washable. Made in USA.
SUNTAN AND TOBACCO W/WHISKEY LEATHER COLLAR
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 312 - $210.00 | 2XL $220.00



Mesquite Vest
All of our gear is based upon working cowboy function, and 
the Mesquite Vest is no exception. The rarely found six pocket 
front and inside left chest pocket allows a working cowboy to 
stow just about everything he could ever need. The shell, made 
of Schaefer’s exclusive 15 oz. 100% cotton BrushCloth® is 
designed to handle anything the rigors of ranch life can throw  
at it. Machine washable. Made in USA.
SUNTAN
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 315 - $115.00 | 2XL $125.00 | 3XL $135.00

SCK-01 SCK-02 SCK-03

CHARCOAL WHITE TAUPEGRAY WHITE

Boot Sock  
Collection
The best made socks on the market today.  
Good fitting, over-the-calf lengths, a variety of knits, 
sizes, and colors for any hard-working application.  
Made in USA.
NO. SCK-01 VALLEY WELLINGTON - 
$10.00 EA. OR 15% OFF 6-PACK
80% Cotton/18% Nylon/2% Spandex
CHARCOAL, AND WHITE | 9-11, 10-13, 12-15

NO. SCK-02 MESA WICK -  
$12.00 EA. OR 15% OFF 6-PACK
80% Ultra Spun Polyester/18% Nylon/2% Spandex
GRAY, AND WHITE | 9-11, 10-13, 12-15

NO. SCK-03 ALPINE HUNTER -  
$14.00 OR 15% OFF 6-PACK
40% Merino Wool/60% Acrylic
TAUPE | 9-11, 10-13, 12-15

315 | SUNTAN

315 | SUNTAN
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Crockett
COWBOY 
Boot New
The Crockett sports a long-lasting rubber, water 
resistant outsole for durability and long-term 
comfort. Crafted with premium vintage cowhide 
uppers and vamp and trimmed with a embroidered 
12” calfskin top, piping and pull straps. Hand 
crafted with a wide toe and leather stacked roper 
heel. Made in Texas.
VINTAGE BROWN
Men’s sizes 8D-13D and 9EE-12EE.
NO. FN1007 - $280.00 

Travis 
Full-Quil Ostrich 
boots New
Constructed of the finest exotic full-quill ostrich 
leather available. Hand made with wide square toe, 
leather outsole/lining, roper leather-stacked heel with 
a lemonwood w/brass peg sole foundation. Trimmed 
with a 12” scalloped calfskin embroidered top with 
side pull straps and vertical piping. Made in Texas.
BLACK, AND PECAN
Men’s sizes 8D-13D and 9EE-12EE.
NO. FN1002 - $490.00

CISCO 
Rough-Out
BOOT New
The combination of premium full-grain leather rough-
out and contrasting blue troya calfskin shaft sets this 
Cisco aprt from the rest. Handsome embroidered 15” 
top features contrast piping and easy-pull doubles. 
Hand built with lemonwood w/brass peg foundation, 
leather stacked outsole, leather riding heel with spur 
rest and cutter toe. Made in Texas.
TAN/BLUE
Men’s sizes 8D-13D and 9EE-12EE.
NO. FN1005- $280.00 

Handmade 
Schaefer 
Outfitter Boots, 
Made in Texas 
Exclusively by

1.800.426.207423



306 | SUNTAN

ROPER 
LOCKBACK KNIFE New
Works beyond its size with half-serrated, drop-point blade 
made of 1095 carbon steel. Abrasion and impact resistant 
fiberglass-reinforced nylon handle. Built-in locking bar prevents 
accidental closing. Comes standard with a stainless-steel pocket 
clip and large thumbhole for one-handed opening.
 3 7/8” closed, 6 7/8” open. Made in USA.
NO. MM-17- $55.00
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Bronco Brush Jacket
An updated version of the South Texas Brush Jacket. It wasn’t a fashion statement,  
it was protection from nasty mesquite and catclaw…that’s the Bronco. Constructed  
from time-tested 10.10 army duck. The unlined brush jacket is sturdy, but lightweight 
enough to be comfortable. Trimmed with traditional corduroy on pockets and cuffs,  
solid brass logo buttons, and frontier cuffs. Rangewashed for broken-in softness.  
Machine Washable. Made in USA.
SADDLE, AND STONE W/CHESTNUT TRIM
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
NO. 308 - $150.00 | XLT-2XL - $160.00 | 2XLT-3XL - $170.00

308 | STONE308 | SADDLE



Vintage Brush Jacket
A true Texas original, the Vintage Brush Jacket is constructed from 
rangewashed 10.10 army duck, which is lightweight, rugged, and 
broken in. A workin’ cowboy can never have enough pockets…
six outside compartments and one inside. Your old favorite is also 
trimmed with a corduroy collar, antique brass logo shank buttons, 
authentic frontier cuffs, and western yoke back. Machine washable.
Made in USA. 
CHAMOIS, NATURAL, AND SADDLE 
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL 
NO. 309 - $140.00 | XLT-2XL $150.00
2XLT-3XL $160.00 

NATURAL CHAMOIS

309 | SADDLE

306 | SUNTAN

Blanket Lined  
Vintage Brush  
Jacket
No need to break this jacket in…
the 10.10 army duck has been 
rangewashed down to the perfect 
softness right out of the gate. Akin to 
the unlined Vintage Brush Jacket, all 
the standard working cowboy details 
have been meticulously crafted in 
plus the addition of two inside patch 
pockets. Machine washable. 
Made in USA.
SADDLE AND SUNTAN 
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
NO. 306 - $160.00 
XLT-2XL $170.00
2XLT-3XL $180.00

306 | SADDLE

1.800.426.207425
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SADDLE

TOBACCO

SUNTAN 318 | NATURAL

319 | SUNTAN

319 | SADDLE

Vintage Mesquite Vest
Just like your trusted steed, the Vintage Mesquite Vest is broken-in 
and ready to go to work every day. Constructed of rangewashed 
10.10 army duck with double needle tailoring throughout. Detailed 
with six functional outside pockets, inside left chest pocket, and 
trimmed with tool brass Schaefer logo shank buttons. Easily 
dresses up with a Schaefer Wild Rag and Ranchstone Lite Shirt.  
Machine washable. Made in USA.
NATURAL, SADDLE, AND SUNTAN
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
NO. 318 - $110.00 | XLT-2XL $120.00 | 2XLT-3XL $130.00

Blanket Lined 
Vintage 
Mesquite Vest New Color
Crisp mornings with a laundry list of to-dos in the 
barn is the perfect place for throwing on the Blanket 
Lined Vintage Mesquite Vest over a Ranchstone Shirt. 
Your arms need freedom of movement, but your core 
needs to be comfortable. That’s where the multi-stripe 
fleece blanket comes into play, offering up that extra 
insulative value. Plus the 10.10 army duck has been 
rangewashed so it has the feel of a five year old piece. 
The overabundance of pockets, including two inside, 
secures all of the tools of the cowboyin’ trade. It also 
doubles up as a great layer companion to the  
Original Drifter when crisp turns to biting cold.  
Machine washable. Made in USA.
SADDLE, SUNTAN, AND TOBACCO
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
NO. 319 - $130.00  
XLT-2XL $140.00 | 2XLT-3XL $150.00

735 | SUNTAN
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208 | STONE

735 | SUNTAN 735 | TOBACCO

vintage 
arena vest New
There are times when a garment earns its keep. Just hold the Vintage 
Arena in your hands and you know right away; it’s ride-ready and warm. 
Constructed of 10.10 army and doubled pocketed fleece blanket lining and 
rangewashed for broken-in softness. Double handwarmer pockets, deep 
left chest cell phone pocket, two-way zippered front, storm collar and 
trademark running horses emboridered horse complete the details.
Made in USA. 
SUNTAN, AND TOBACCO
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 735 - $180.00 
2XL $190.00 

FLINT 
JACKET New
The Flint Jacket needs no introduction. Cut to a field jacket length with 
a six-pocket front providing plenty of room to handle shells and all the 
other good stuff. We hate to brag, but the combination of the vintage 
washed 10.10 army duck and premium 5 oz. plaid flannel is a sight to 
see and a great outdoor three-season go-to. Trimmed with two inside 
pockets, antique full-grain leather collar and solid brass logo shank 
buttons. Made in USA.
BLACK, AND STONE
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 208 - $200.00 | 2XL $210.00

208 | BLACK



Schaefer 
Brute Tumblers New
Pure magic when it comes to keeping your favorite beverage hot or cold, the Schaefer Brute Mug is definitely a collector’s item  
and should be guarded carefully from mug theives. Crafted from the finest stainless steel featuring an outside powder coated finish 
and detailed with double-sided laser etched Schaefer trademarks. Available in 20 or 30 oz. capacities. Made in USA.
NO. BFT20 – 20 OZ. TURQUOISE, ARMY GREEN, AND SAND - $31.00 | NO. BFT30 – 30 OZ. BLACK, GREY AND WHITE - $33.00
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Ranger Brush Jacket
Since 1823, the Texas Rangers have stood vigilant protecting the 
citizens of the state of Texas. In honor of their bravery and service, 
Schaefer is proud to offer the commemorative Ranger Brush Jacket. 
Constructed of a 10.10 army duck shell, that’s been rangewashed 
to broken-in softness and detailed with a full-grain whiskey leather 
collar, six pocket front, one inside pocket and authentic frontier styled 
cuffs. This one-of-a-kind Brush Jacket is endorsed by the Former Texas 
Rangers Foundation. Schaefer Outfitter donates a portion of the sales 
price to the development of the new Texas Ranger Heritage Center 
in Fredericksburg, Texas. Join us to honor and preserve the history of 
the Texas Rangers for years to come. Offered exclusively in Suntan 
trimmed with solid brass Schaefer logo buttons with the Texas Star 
as the centerpiece. Made in Texas.
AVAILABLE IN SUNTAN W/WHISKEY LEATHER COLLAR 
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
309TX - $150.00 | XLT-2XL $160.00
2XLT-3XL $170.00

Captain Clete Buckaloo
Former Texas Ranger

GRAY

SAND

BLACK

TURQUOISE

WHITE

ARMY GREEN
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RanchHand®  
Reserve Dungarees New
John Wayne wasn't the only guy to pull it off, riding into the Texas sunset like that.  
You've got your own take on perfect endings, like showing off a pair at the chili cookoff 
or winning the Wednesday night jackpot team roping with your hunting buddy. The 
Reserves are constructed of heavyweight 14.5 oz. rangewashed denim (our version of 
stonewash). The investment grade, ring spun denim features a 3x1 right hand twill giving 
the Reserve an upscale look. The fit is mid-rise with a relaxed leg and bootcut bottom. 
Detailed with a classic 5-pocket design featuring deep reinforced pocket bags, heavy fly 
zipper, double needle tailored throughout and trimmed the solid brass logo shank buttons 
and rivets. Forget about shrinkage because we already took it out. Made in USA.
DARK INDIGO
W-30 – IN-32/34, W-32 & 33 – IN-30/32/34/36 
W-34 & 36 – IN-30/32/34/36, W-38 –IN-30/32/34/36
W-40 & 42 – IN-30/32/34 
NO. 1820 - $65.00 BUY 2 PAIR SAVE 15%



Original RanchHand®  
Dungarees
Put them on one leg at a time. That’s one of the few 
common denominators between our ranch dungarees 
and other so-called working cowboy jeans. Featured 
in investment grade 15 oz. BrushCloth® or 14.5 oz. 
American DenimTM. Since pockets are an essential part 
of the dungaree, we have reinforced each and every 
corner with signature antique brass bullseye rivets. 
There’s also a double-chainstitched waistband, double 
stitched rear pockets, reinforced outseams, and clean 
finished pocket liner. No trendy sanding or washing 
here, just solid Texas-made dungarees, which will stand 
the test of time. They belong at a good Bar-B-Q or on 
the back of a horse...you get the idea. Made in USA.
DARK INDIGO, MEDIUM INDIGO, AND SUNTAN 
BRUSHCLOTH®

W-30 – IN-30/32/34/36 
W-31/32/33/34/36/38/40/42 – 
IN-30/32/34/36/38 
W-44/46 – IN-32/34
NO. 1800 - $65.00 BUY 2 PAIR SAVE 15%

schaeferoutfitter.com
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Fenceline® RanchHand 
You might soon forget about your blue jeans once you’ve 
tried on a pair of Schaefer’s Fenceline® RanchHand 
Dungarees. Crafted from our proprietary 11 oz., 100% 
cotton Fenceline® Canvas, these pants are built for years 
of wear. Constructed with plenty of attention to detail 
including heavy #8 brass zipper with metal rivets located 
at each pocket stress point. Classic five pocket styling plus 
a utility/cell phone pocket located on the right leg. Detailed 
with extra deep pockets, and seven 2 ¼” wide belt loops. 
Fit is semi-relaxed with a higher rise and tapered leg.  
Made in USA.
BLACK, AND SUNTAN
W-30 – IN-32/34, W-32 & 33 – IN-30/32/34/36 
W-34 & 36 – IN-30/32/34/36, W-38 –IN-30/32/34/36
W-40 & 42 – IN-30/32/34  
NO. 1801 - $65.00 BUY 2 PAIR SAVE 15% 

1801 | SUNTAN

1801 | BLACK
1.800.426.207431



Schaefer Ranch Trousers
When we set out to build a pair of ranch standard trousers, we first 
had to find the best heavyweight American made twill. 9.5 ounces to 
be exact...a weight above anything else on the market providing cast 
iron durability year-round. Our trousers are tailored with a standard 
rise waist and straight leg. The front is detailed with modest double 
forward pleats and side entry quarter pockets meaning the top of the 
pocket is angled in 1” for easy in/out vs. an all on-seam pocket. The 
back features one open welted pocket and one buttoned welt pocket. 
There are also seven - 1½” belt loops around the outside waistband. 
Machine washable. Available with pleats or flat front. Made in USA.
KHAKI
Waist/Inseam W-30—IN-30/32/34/36
W-31/32/33/34/36/38—IN-30/32/34/36/38
W-40/42—IN-30/32/34/36
NO. 1810 W/PLEATS - $70.00 
New NO. 1811 FLAT FRONT - $70.00

Alamo Card Wallet 
Say hello to our Alamo. Premium calfskin combined into 
a simple, compact wallet with plenty of room for cards 
and cash with a card pocket on each side and a cash 
compartment on the top. Branded with the official  
Schaefer Outfitter logo on the outside. Made in USA.
BROWN
NO. SO-WAL225 - $40.00
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Dakota Distressed Belt
Soft full grain distressed leather from imported Water Buffalo. Double stitched and trimmed  
with Water Buffalo keeper and antique nickel roller buckle secured with Chicago screws.  
Comes in 1½” width. Add 2” over waist size for correct sizing. Made in USA.
ANTIQUE BROWN AND ANTIQUE CHARCOAL | 32” through 46” Even 
NO. SO-BF8256 - $35.00

Benchmark Belt
Cut from the thick part of the hide in one solid strip. This 1½” wide, ¼” thick belt is accented  
with double stitching and trimmed with an antique nickel, solid brass roller buckle, flared keeper, 
and bullet tip. Premium grade oiled and waxed skirting leather holds up your RanchHand Dungarees 
for life…and your holster too. Add 2” over waist size for length, 4" for holster applications.  
Made in USA.
BLACK AND BROWN | 30” through 46” Even
NO. SO-BF8018 - $50.00

Rancher Basketweave Belt
Basketweave embossed design built into tough oiled and waxed heavy skirting…¼” thick. 
Decorative stitching, bullet point and antique nickel colored solid brass roller buckle detail this 
belt which will capture a lifetime of memories. Comes in 1½” width. Add 2” over waist size  
for length, 4" for holster applications. Made in USA.
BLACK AND MEDIUM BROWN | 30” through 46” Even
NO. SO-BF8531 - $50.00

Bison Range Belt 
Cut to 1½” of buttery soft premium bison and lined with cowhide, we’ve added scalloped 
overlays on each end giving it even more character. Trimmed with Bison keeper and an 
antique nickel roller buckle. Add 2” over waist size for correct length. Made in USA.
BLACK AND BROWN | 32” through 46” Even
NO. SO-BF8245 - $75.00

Apache Oil Tanned Belt
Oil tanned finish and two-piece scalloped overlay design. Sporting a 1½” width, the  
Apache is lined with full grain leather and trimmed with an oil tanned keeper and antique 
nickel roller buckle. Add 2” over waist size for correct sizing. Made in USA.
BLACK, DARK BROWN, AND DISTRESSED BROWN  
32” through 46” Even 
NO. SO-BF8243 - $50.00

1.800.426.207433



Western Classic 
Button Down Pinpoint 
It takes a strand of cotton 7,454 horses long to make one Schaefer Pima Pinpoint 
Dress Shirt...about 12 miles worth of 100% pima cotton. The silky feel of pure 
pima cotton is unforgettable. It wouldn’t be possible without sourcing the finest 
80’s 2-ply yarn in the world to tailor up our classic button downs. Our tailoring is 
as great as our fabric, featuring western detailing throughout, premium fused collar 
and placket, and high stitch count seams throughout meeting the most rigid of 
dress shirt specifications. Made in USA.
CRANBERRY, LIGHT BLUE, LIGHT PURPLE, 
PALE PINK, TURQUOISE, WHITE, AND YELLOW
S(14½ x 32/33), M (15½ x 34/35), L (16½ x 34/35), 
LT (16½ x 36/37), XL (17½ x 34/35), XLT (17½ x 36/37), 
2XL (18½ x 36/37)
NO. 7080 - $100.00 BUY 2 SAVE 10% / BUY 3 SAVE 15% 

LIGHT BLUE LIGHT PURPLE

PALE PINK TURQUOISE

YELLOWWHITE

Western Classic  
Ranger Belt
Designed to do more than just keep your jeans up, they’re 
designed to handle a pair of RanchHands, a Classic Pinpoint 
and a Cattle Baron Vest all at once. The vegetable tanned 
leather is handsomely finished with oak leaf embossed pattern 
and a traditional 3-piece ranger buckle set detailed with 
scrolling and gold roped edge. Comes in at 1½” wide. Add 2” 
Over Jean Waist Size For Correct Length. Made in USA.
BLACK AND NATURAL 
 30” through 46” Even
NO. SO-BF8538 - $55.00

7061 | JALAPEÑO
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Sharpshooter Shirt
In the company of most, our new Sharpshooter stands far apart 
from most ranch shirts. First, we start out with 3 oz. featherweight, 
premium cotton. The tailoring is as great as the fabric. From the 
button-down collar and single needle front and back western yokes, 
to the action back with box stitch and extra-large front pockets. The 
kind of shirt you’d expect the Montana ranch foreman to be wearing. 
Made in USA.
CHAMOIS, CHOCOLATE, AND PINE
S (14½ x 34), M (15½ x 35), L (16½ x 36),  
XL (17½ x 37), 2XL (18½ x 37)
NO. 7060 - $100.00 

Grand  
Sharpshooter New
Our finest Sharpshooter to date. Crafted from the 
finest silky smooth 4 oz. mercurized cotton we could 
find. Combined with our updated articulated bi-swing 
back, the Grand acts with you, not against you. Fine 
tailored details include hi-stitch count seams, extra 
large button-through chest pockets, button cuff/cuff 
plackets, button-down collar and double western yoke 
front just to name a few. Made in USA.
JALAPEÑO, KHAKI, AND SADDLE
S (14½ x 34), M (15½ x 35), L (16½ x 36),  
XL (17½ x 37), 2XL (18½ x 37)
NO. 7061- $100.00 

7060 | CHAMOIS

7061 | KHAKI7061 | JALAPEÑO

1.800.426.207435

PINE

SADDLE

CHOCOLATE



RanchStone 
Twill Lites
The result of a never-ending desire to develop a ranch shirt you’ll buy over and over 
again. Tough, tight 4 oz. twill finished with dress shirt details such as reinforced 
double-needle tailoring throughout, button through cuffs and cuff plackets, western 
yoke pocket flaps, and front and back western yokes. In the body there’s room to 
move around, and the sleeves and shirttails are amply cut as well. Soft like your old 
favorite because we went to the trouble of sanding it for you. Made in USA.
KHAKI, SAGE, SLATE, AND WINE
S (14½ x 34), M (15½ x 35), L (16½ x 36),
XL (17½ x 37), 2XL (18½ x 37)
NO. 7071 - $80.00

RanchStone Twills
Made exclusively by Schaefer Outfitter, the 6.5 oz. Ranchstone™ twill features a medium 
hand finish, so they’re crisp and ready to wear right out of the bag. Tailored with flapped chest 
pockets, 7-button front, button down collar, double button cuffs, button through cuff plackets, 
and western yokes front and back. Heavy-duty double needle stitching throughout. Made in USA.
KHAKI, LIGHT PURPLE, ROYAL, SAGE, TURQUOISE, AND WHITE
S (14½ x 34), M (15½ x 35), L (16½ x 36), 
XL (17½ x 37), 2XL (18½ x 37)
NO. 7070 - $80.00 BUY 2 SAVE 10%, BUY 3 SAVE 15%
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LIGHT PURPLE

KHAKI

SAGE

SLATE

WHITE

ROYAL

SAGE

TURQUOISE

7070 | KHAKI

7071 | WINE



Classic Abilene Lites
Ranch-ready for year-round wear. Hand tailored with the same 
detailing as our original Abilene’s with western front/back yokes 
and pockets, then trimmed throughout with pearlized snaps, and 
double needle tailoring. Updated with a triple snap cuff and a range 
of fresh colors in a 3.5 oz. preshrunk French Twill. Starch them up 
or wash and go. Made in USA.
BLUE, KHAKI, PALE GREEN, PURPLE, TURQUOISE, AND WHITE
S(14½ x 34), M(15½ x 35), 
 L (16½ x 36), XL (17½ x 37),  
2XL (18½ x 37)
NO. 2051 - $90.00

Classic Abilene
Sturdy, refined, and truly western...the Schaefer Abilene is made 
with the same great dedication to detail and quality as our coats. 
That means rugged, pure cotton fabrics, double needle tailoring,  
and premium pearl snap trim throughout. Featuring classic spread 
collar, traditional western patch pockets, and single yoke back.  
Front placket, pocket flaps, snap cuffs and cuff placket all trimmed 
with pearlized snaps. Either classic 8 oz. stonewashed denim or 
classic 6.5 oz. twill. Made in USA.
8 oz. Indigo Denim - INDIGO 
6.5 oz. Twill - BRICK, SAGE, SUNTAN, AND WHITE 
S (14½ x 34), M (15½ x 35), L (16½ x 36), 
XL (17½ x 37), 2XL (18½ x 37)
NO. 2050 - $85.00 BUY 2 SAVE 10%, BUY 3 SAVE 15%

1.800.426.207437

BRICK

SAGE

WHITE

SUNTAN
2050 | INDIGO

2051 | BLUE

KHAKI

TURQUOISE

PURPLE

PALE GREEN

WHITE



Pioneer Flannel New
Pioneering is made easy with our new premium 5 oz. brushed cotton 
flannels combined with work-ready quality. Chop away with double 
needle tailoring throughout, button-down collar, double pocket front  
and button through cuffs and cuff plackets. Cut to a wear in or casual 
wear out length. Made in USA.
BARK/BLACK, AND PINE/BLACK
S (14½ x 34), M (15½ x 35), L (16½ x 35), LT (16½ x 36)
XL (17½ x 35), XLT (17½ x 37), 2XL (18½ x 37)
NO. 2060 - $100.00

Tanner Denim Shirt  
New Colors
Even on the patio of a suburban home, wearing a great western 
shirt makes it a little more possible to imagine yourself wearing 
what cowboys wear in West Texas. The soft-washed finish gives 
it comfort most folks have never enjoyed. The 3.75 oz denim is 
tailored with a triple yoke back, front western yokes, western 
pocket front, and pearl snap trim. The cuffs are detailed with 
triple snaps along with a pearl snap cuff placket. Two washes, 
each hand-sanded shirt is unique in its own and no two are alike. 
Made in USA.
LIGHT INDIGO AND MEDIUM INDIGO
S (14½ x 34), M (15½ x 35), L (16½ x 36), 
XL (17½ x 37), 2XL (18½ x 37)
NO. 2020 - $100.00
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MEDIUM INDIGO

2060 | PINE/BLACK

2060 | BARK/BLACK

2020 | LIGHT INDIGO



Frontier Paisley  
with Snaps New Colors
This redefines what all snap shirts should have. The option of a 
spread collar or hidden button-down collar. Custom colored snaps, 
used to accent rich 3.5 oz. paisley fabric patterns. High stitch count 
seams, clean finished placket, western accent pocket flaps and yokes, 
as well as triple snap cuffs and snapping cuff placket…all to rigid 
dress shirt standards. Easily worn dressed up with a blazer or dressed 
down for a night of roping with the gang. Made in USA. 
BEIGE, BLACK, BLUE, BURGUNDY, MAIZE, MINT, SILVER
S (14½ x 34), M (15½ x 35), L (16½ x 36), 
XL (17½ x 37), 2XL (18½ x 37)
NO. 2055 - $115.00

BEIGE

BLACK

MAIZE

BLUE

MINT SILVER
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2055 | BURGUNDY

2055 | SILVER



Bison Alamo  
Card Wallet New
Roam free with our new Alamo Bison, just like these 
majestic creatures did in the early West. Its compact 
design allows you the freedom to carry it in any 
pocket with plenty of room for cards and cash.  
Two outside pockets for cards, and center console 
for cash, plus the Official Schaefer logo is branded 
on the outside. Made in USA.
BLACK AND BROWN
NO. SO-WAL226 - $50.00

BLACK

Frontier Paisley  
with Buttons New Colors
Rich, premium 3.5 oz. paisley fabric, crafted by hand featuring a 
high stitch count, double and single needle tailoring throughout, clean 
finished placket, western pocket flaps, front/back western yokes, 
double button cuffs, and a button through cuff placket. Made in USA.
BEIGE, BLACK, BLUE, MAIZE, MINT, SILVER
S (14½ x 34), M (15½ x 35), L (16½ x 36), 
XL (17½ x 37), 2XL (18½ x 37)
NO. 2056 - $115.00

MAIZE MINT

BLUE

SILVER
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2056 | BIEGE

2003 | SAGE



Gameguard Schaefer 
MicroFiber Shirts New
Whether you're out busting bass, breaking broncs or just  
outside swilling a cold one with your compadres; comfort is key. 
Introducing the GameGuard™ Series of warm-weather shirts.  
Built from featherlight E-Z care microfiber which glides on smooth 
with built-in moisture-wicking technology for the ultimate in working 
and sporting comfort. The technology doesn't stop there, our Micros 
have built-in UPF 30+ protection (Ultra-Violet Protection Factor) 
allowing only 1/30th of the sun's UV rays to pass through. Not 
to mention engineered front and back ventilation panels with 
mesh lining allowing you to stay cool in the harsh heat. Tailored 
in features include double cargo front pockets with hook & loop 
closures, hidden button-down collar, bungee to keep your sleeves 
rolled up, adjustable button cuffs with button-through cuff plackets, 
single-needle tailoring and a relaxed fit. Official Schaefer SO Shield 
embroidered on left chest. Designed in Texas. Imported.
BLACK, CHARCOAL, GAMEGUARD CAMO, SAGE, SLATE, WHITE 
S (14½ x 34), M (15½ x 35), L (16½ x 36), 
XL (17½ x 37), 2XL (18½ x 37)
NO. 2003 LONG SLEEVE - $60.00
NO.2000 SHORT SLEEVE - $50.00

CAMO

BLACK

SLATE

CHARCOAL

WHITE SAGE
1.800.426.207441

2003 | SAGE

2003 | SLATE

2003 | CHARCOAL 2003 | BLACK

2003 | SAGE



TEXAS TAN - $25.00

SBC-TX4 SBC-TX2

TEXAS ORANGE - $25.00

SBC-TS4

SBC-TX1 SBC-TX3

TEXAS BLACK - $25.00

CHOCOLATE STAR - $25.00TEXAS WHITE- $25.00

Class-A  
Ranch Ball Caps New
These are the kinds of caps when you want something nicer  
to wear than a freebie you got for buying a bunch of feed.  
True Schaefer exclusives such as premium fabrics, adjustable 
Velcro and leather back closures, hand finished seams, and 
topnotch trim. One size fits all. Imported.

SBC-TS3

REALTREE TM TEXAS - $25.00

cattle barron 
Wild Rags New
Wear the Cattle Baron to the Cowboy Christmas Ball or a valued layer of 
warmth around your neck in the winter. Made of 100% pure heavyweight 
silk, cut to 36” x 36” with clean finished machine edges. Made in USA.
BLACK/GRAY, AND IVORY/BLACK
NO. WR-04 - $65.00

DIAMOND FANCY 
Wild Rags New
Wearing the Diamond Fancy is like a step back in 
time where gamblers roamed the riverboats and 
mining towns of the old west. Cut to 36” x 36” pure 
heavyweight silk with clean finished machine edging.
Made in USA.
NAVY/WHITE, AND RED/BLACK
NO. WR-07 - $65.00
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IVORY/BLACK

NAVY/WHITE

BLACK/GRAY

RED/BLACK



SCS-08 AMARILLO
1 ½” - $55.00

SCS-09 SAN ANTONE
1 ½” - $35.00

Frontier Jacquard  
Wild Rags New Colors
Frontier jacquard patterns made of 100% pure 
heavyweight silk, which naturally wick away moisture 
while keeping you dry. Large 36” x 36” size with 
clean, machine-finished stitched edging. Made in USA.
NO. WR-02 - $55.00

RED

DUSTY GOLD

STONE

BLACK

SAGE

MAUVE

SILVER

PURPLE

ROYAL

TURQUOISE

OLIVE

BURGUNDY

COBALT

COPPERTEAL

EMERALD

CHOCOLATE

COGNAC

1.800.426.207443

SCS-01 DENVER
1 ¼” - $20.00

SCS-02 ELKO
1 ¼” - $20.00

SCS-04 SANTA FE
1 ¼” - $50.00

SCS-05 ABILENE
1 ¼” - $50.00

SCS-06 TEXAN
1 ¼” - $50.00

SCS-07 EL PASO
1 ¼” - $50.00

Schaefer Scarf  
Slide Collection
It’s about time someone realized a concho scarf slide is 100 
times better. For all of those folks out there who don’t like 
horsin’ around tryin’ to tie the perfect knot in their wild rags 
comes the Schaefer Scarf Slide Collection. Ten unique designs 
to choose from. Made in USA.

SCS-10 FORT WORTH
1 ¼” - $35.00

SCS-11 RENO
1 ½” - $60.00



Paisley 
Wild Rags
Deep, rich multi-colored designs inspired by the 
early frontier. 100% heavyweight, all natural 
silk. Extra large 36” x 36”. Made in USA.
NO. WR-06 - $65.00

Polka Dot 
Wild Rags New
Old school Polka Dots never go out of style, so they are a 
great addition to your neckware collection. Made of 100% 
pure, heavyweight silk finshed to a large 36”x36” size 
with clean finished machine edges. Made in USA.
BLACK, NAVY, AND SAND
NO. WR-05 - $65.00

MAIZE/COPPER

RED/BLACK

PINE/BURGUNDY

PURPLE/BURGUNDY

RUST/RED
GRAY/NAVY

BURGUNDY/BLUE/OLIVE

COCOA/BURGUNDY
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NAVY

SAND

BLACK



1.800.426.207445

230 | OAK

RangeWax® Drifter
Working cowboys will come to rely on the Schaefer RangeWax® Drifter to protect 
themselves from the unpredictable elements of wind and rain. The natural companion 
for the cowboy on overcast, chilly days, our 10 oz. RangeWax® Drifter is lined with 
premium grade taffeta and features a two-way zippered/logo snap storm flap front, 
two cargo pockets with hand warmer pockets behind them, two zippered chest 
pockets, two inside security/cell phone pockets, adjustable hook and loop 
cuff closures, snap out side riding vents, and drawstring waist. Made in USA.
OAK
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 230 - $255.00 | 2XL $265.00

RangeWax®  
Lodge Cap
As far as caps go, this is one of the best. Constructed of weatherproof RangeWax®.  
Featuring an unstructured crown, pre-curved bill, and adjustable Velcro back strap  
for a perfect fit. Custom embroidered with the official Schaefer logo. Imported.
OAK, AND FOREST
One size fits all
NO. SRWC-101 - $25.00



RangeWax® 
Mesquite Jacket
Tough 10 oz. RangeWax® shell keeps you dry and deluxe utility 
pocket front allows easy access for the tools of trade while 
choring around the homestead. The front of the jacket features 
six pockets; two on the chest and two pairs of lower cargo 
pockets. An inside pocket is also featured for your 
eyeglasses or tally book. The front is trimmed with studded, 
solid brass logo buttons with the official Schaefer logo 
tooled right in. Made in USA.
OAK, AND SADDLE
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 311 - $190.00 
2XL $200.00

RangeWax®  
Mesquite Vest
You’ve got some feedin’ to do and there’s a slight drizzle out.  
It’s nice to have your arms free, a little protection from the 
elements, and easy access pockets...our RangeWax® Mesquite 
Vest provides all of that and more. Featuring the rarely found 
six pocket front and inside left chest pocket. The weather 
resistant 10 oz. RangeWax® shell is put together with double 
needle tailoring throughout and trimmed with our solid brass 
Schaefer trademark logo shank buttons. Made in USA.
OAK, AND SADDLE
XS, S, M, L, XL, 2XL, 3XL
NO. 316 - $150.00 | 2XL $160.00 | 3XL $170.00
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SADDLE

OAK

311 | SADDLE

316 | OAK

RangeWax®  
Refinishing 
Ointment
From time to time a little refinishing  
ointment wouldn’t hurt especially  
on the areas most exposed to the 
elements and wear areas. Featuring 
the same formula originally used  
to weatherproof our RangeWax®  
in an easy to use ointment. 
Made in USA.
NO. RW-RO - $8.00



RangeWax®  
High Plains 
Drifter
Think of the High Plains Drifter as a western 
overcoat you can wear anytime, anywhere. 
Crafted with a 6.5 oz. RangeWax® shell, 
premium taffeta lining and full grain leather 
collar providing years of protection against 
the elements. Our retooled Drifter features 
two more easy access utility pockets on the 
front designed to carry cell phone, ammo, or 
tally book plus a western yoke snap closure 
over the top of deep chest storage pockets.  
Final details include eight pocket front, two 
inside pockets, snap-out side riding vents 
draw cord waist, and two-way zippered 
storm flap front. Made in USA.
LODEN/CHOCOLATE, AND OAK/WHISKEY
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 218 - $265.00 | 2XL $275.00

RangeWax®  
Summit Jacket
Born with plenty of attitude, the Summit Jacket shell 
features 6.5 oz. RangeWax®…the lightest, highest 
performance waxed cotton ever developed. The 
combination of only the finest 6 oz. cotton permeated 
with wax creates a wind stopping shell and the rain 
just beads up and rolls off. Laborious details include a 
fully lined body with premium taffeta, six pocket front, 
two inside security pockets, two-way zippered/snap-up 
storm flap front, solid brass trim, adjustable cuffs, and 
full grain leather collar. Made in USA.
LODEN/CHOCOLATE, AND OAK/WHISKEY
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 571 - $225.00 | 2XL $235.00

1.800.426.207447

OAK/WHISKEY

218 | OAK/WHISKEY

218 | LODEN/CHOCOLATE

571 | LODEN



schaeferoutfitter.com

567 | OAK

732 | OAK

RangeWax®  
Arena Jacket
They call it roughing it when you’re spending a week 
on horseback up in the Gila Wilderness scouting 
for elk when all you’ve got is your bare essentials. 
At least you have first-class weather protection with 
the RangeWax® Arena Jacket; lightweight, warm and 
very packable. Featuring a 6.5 oz weather resistant 
RangeWax® shell and quilted nylon lining with  
SO-TEK insulation for windbreak warmth. Detailed 
with a full zip storm collar for those unseasonable 
days, not to mention the clean finished front and back 
western yokes, heavy-duty YKK zippered front, inside 
security pockets and outside handwarmer pockets. 
Every collar back features contrasting embroidery of 
Schaefer’s trademark running horses. Made in USA.
OAK
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 567 - HOLIDAY SPECIAL REG. $205.00  
NOW $165.00 FOR REGULAR SIZES

RangeWax®  
Arena Vest
The 6.5 oz. RangeWax® Arena Vest gains character 
with age, over a lifetime of rugged seasons. 
Impeccably sewn, with classic Western details like 
front and back yokes along with Schaefer logo 
running horses embroidered on the back of the collar. 
Other tailored details include two outside pockets for 
hand thawing, heavy-duty two-way zippered front 
with storm collar and inside pockets; then the final 
touch of nylon quilted insulation featuring  SO-TEK for 
a comfortable and mobile fit. Our Arena Vest delivers 
weather protection and insulative protection for the 
torso giving a man’s arms and shoulders the freedom 
of movement. Made in USA.
OAK
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 732 - HOLIDAY SPECIAL REG. $170.00  
NOW $130.00 FOR REGULAR SIZES

48                                          



LODEN

1.800.426.207449

OAK569 | LODEN

833 | OAK

Blacktail Quilted 
RangeWax® Jacket 
Every cowboy needs a go-to jacket in the pickup. 
One that covers the spectrum of weather, comfortable 
and super functional…that’s the Blacktail in a 
nutshell. Composed of a 6.5 oz. Schaefer RangeWax® 
with 80 grams of  SO-TEK insulation and premium 
taffeta quilted together to create a total weatherproof 
three-season shell. Every detail, from the flip-up 
corduroy collar, two-way zippered front, six pocket 
front with quick access left chest pocket, two inside 
pockets and adjustable snap cuffs was conceived to 
provide the most function possible. Easily receives a 
Schaefer wool vest as an additional layer of warmth. 
Made in USA.
LODEN, AND OAK
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 569 - $270.00 | 2XL $280.00

Blacktail Quilted 
RangeWax® Vest 
The weather can go from the 70’s to wind chills below  
zero in Montana. That’s when you really appreciate the 
warm and weatherproof Blacktail Vest combining 6.5 oz. 
RangeWax® with 80 grams of  SO-TEK insulation and  
premium taffeta lining. The pockets speak function  
with its deep-set 4 pocket front and 2 inside pockets. 
Traditional V-neck tailoring allows the Blacktail to be  
easy layered over. Trimmed with quick release solid  
brass logo snaps and rivets. Made in USA.
LODEN, AND OAK
Sizes: S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 833 - $190.00 | 2XL $200.00



585 | OAK

725 | BLACK725 | OAK

RanchHand®  
Arena Vest New
When it come to vests, the RanchHand® stands alone 
with it’s all-weather resistant 8 oz. RangeWax® shell 
and Sierra Plaid Blanket Lining. The deep-entry chest 
pocket easily handles a cell phone and double hand 
warmer pockets easily cut the wind. Detailed with a 
heavy-duty two-way YKK zippered front, storm collar 
and double inside pockets. Made in USA.
BLACK, AND OAK
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 725 - $185.00 | 2XL $195.00
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RanchHand®  
Trucker Jacket New
Whether you’re riding a bucking horse or an iron 
horse, the RanchHand® Trucker can handle the job 
with our new weatherpoof 8 oz. RangeWax® shell 
combined with a double-pocketed Sierra Plaid Blanket 
lined body and nylon lined sleeves. One-piece collar, 
4-pocket front, adjustable waist tabs and solid brass 
logo shank button trim all come standard.
Made in USA.
OAK
S, M, L, XL, 2XL
NO. 585 - $200.00 | 2XL $210.00



8

Schaefer Texas Trapper 
Knife
• Proudly Made in Texas
• 1095 HC Steel Hardened to 56+ Rockwell 
• Double Blades - Non-Locking
• Smooth Bone Handles w/Schaefer logo and Texas Star Inlay
• 4   ” Closed | 7¼” Open
• Cowhide Horizontal Sheath Included
NO. MM-11 - $130.00

1.800.426.207451

10¼” Fence Plier with Spike
• Proudly Made in Texas
• Lightly chrome plated heavy steel construction
• Staple puller in the head, plus NEW Spiked head
• Specifically designed for cutting heavy barbed wire.
NO. MM-01 PLIER - $65.00 
NO. MM-02 PLIER SCABBARD - $58.00

Schaefer Trapper Knife
• Proudly Made in Texas
• 1095 HC Steel Hardened to 56+- Rockwell
• Double Blades w/Main Blade Lock
• Smooth Bone Handles w/Schaefer logo
• 4½” Closed | 8” Open
• Cowhide Sheath Included
NO. MM-10 - $135.00

8” Fence Plier with Spike
• Proudly Made in Texas
• Lightly chrome plated heavy steel construction
• Staple puller in the head, plus NEW Spiked head
• Specifically designed for cutting heavy barbed wire.
NO. MM-06 PLIER - $60.00
NO. MM-07 PLIER SCABBARD - $55.00

8

Schaefer Sodbuster 
Knife
• Proudly Made in Texas
• 1095 HC Steel Hardened to 56+ Rockwell
• Single Lockback 3½” Blade
• Delrin Composite Handle
• 4   ” Closed | 8” Open
• Cowhide Sheath Included
NO. MM-09 - $95.00



Schaefer 
Trucker Caps
Introducing premium headwear from Schaefer Outfitter.  
No detail has been overlooked, from the premium fabrics  
and trims to the snapback closure and hand finished seams.  
Place our caps next to any of our competitors and it’s  
easy to see the difference in shape, fit, and quality.  
See our full collection online. Imported.

ELK OUTFITTER - $25.00OFFICIAL TAN - $25.00

ST-OS1 ST-SO3

TEXAN RED - $25.00

ST-TS1 ST-AF1

ST-LT1 ST-TX2

SERAPE - $25.00

AMERICAN - $25.00TEXAS AMERICAN - $28.00

Schaefer  
vintage hoodie 
New
Designed from the ground up in Texas with 
premium 9 oz. 100% cotton jersey fleece, 
rangewashed for softness. The rarely 
found raglan sleeve is tailored in for extra 
mobility. Trimmed with kangaroo pockets 
with ribbed waistband and cuffs. Hooded 
drawcord? Heck no, we use a manly solid 
brass logo snap to secure the hood for 
those chilly mornings in the deer stand. 
Made in USA.
BLACK, CHARCOAL, AND MOSS
XS, S, M, L, XL 2XL, 3XL
NO. 901 - $50.00

901 | CHARCOAL901 | MOSSBLACK
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245 | SADDLE

ST-AF1 | AMERICAN



545 | CHOCOLATE

Ladies Quilted  
Nylon Marena  
Jacket New
If our new Ladies Marena Jacket could 
talk, it would say “Don’t fence me in.” 
Constructed of a quilted shell combining 
heavyweight 5 oz. NymaxTM nylon shell, 
40 grams of  SO-TEK insulation, and 
premium nylon lining. Details abound 
with double snap frontier cuffs, snap-out 
riding vents, zippered storm collar front, 
four pocket front (3 snap pocket, 1 
zippered pocket), and Schaefer running 
horse embroidery on the back collar.  
Made in USA.
BLACK, CHOCOLATE, AND OLIVE
XS, S, M, L, XL
NO. 545 - $170.00

BLACK

OLIVE

1.800.426.207453



Ladies Quilted Nylon 
Marena Vest New
Blaze your own trail with our new Marena Vest showing horses, 
showing cattle, or just showing off. Built with a 5 oz. NyMaxTM 
nylon shell quilted with 40 grams of  SO-TEK insulation and 
premium nylon. Hand tailored with a zippered storm collar front, 
front and back western yokes, three snap pockets/one zippered 
pocket front, snap-out riding vents, and Schaefer running horse 
embroidered back collar. Made in USA.
BLACK, CHOCOLATE, AND OLIVE
XS, S, M, L, XL
NO. 845 - $130.00

BLACK CHOCOLATE
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845 | OLIVE

583L | INDIGO

Ladies Blanket Lined 
Legend Denim Jacket New
The Ladies Fleece Lined Legend combines warmth and working 
ranch details all into one. Handcrafted from 14.5 oz. denim, 
stonewashed to old favroite softness then lined with our 
exclusive 3-Point Blanket Fleece body and nylon lined sleeves. 
Detailed with two chest pokets/two handwarmer pockets, 
a full grain leather collar and trimmed with solid brass logo 
shank buttons throughout. Gurranteed to be one of your most 
favorite denim jackets you’ll ever own. Made in USA.
INDIGO
XS, S, M, L, XL
NO. 583L - $180.00



1950 | MEDIUM INDIGO

Ladies Original 
RanchHand Dungarees
New Updated Fit 
Finally, a pair of womens western jeans made to withstand 
a woman's hard work. No more buying men's jeans just 
because you need heavy-duty denim that'll hold up to 
bronc-busting or cattle herding. These are the perfect 
ladies ranch dungarees, tailored from 14.5 oz. weight 
high performing American Denim™ with classic five 
pocket styling featuring our traditional high rise, boot 
cut, fit. Prewashed, eliminating all shrinkage and feels 
right from the first day in the saddle. The finish has been 
rangewashed, our version of stonewashed, indigo. 
Machine washable. Made in USA.
MEDIUM INDIGO
W-2/4/6/8/10/12/14/16 IN-30/32/34/36
NO. 1950 - $65.00

1.800.426.207455
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212 | SADDLE

214 | SADDLE

Ladies VINTAGE
BARN COAT New
Out at the ranch, cattle outnumber folks which is 
a welcome sight and the mornings start out brisk 
and early. Luckily, you have the Vintage Barn Coat 
to throw on for all the chores at hand. The 10.10 
vintage washed canvas is broken in and goes on 
smooth, not to mention the drawcord waist and 
button-out side riding vents allow you to tailor the fit 
for riding. Trimmed with a corduroy collar and solid 
brass logo shank buttons throughout. Made in USA.
SADDLE
XS, S, M, L, XL
NO. 212 - $150.00

Ladies BLANKET 
LINED BARN COAT New
Fall into Winter with the Blanket Lined Barn  
Coat, featuring a cozy combination of our striped 
fleece blanket lined body and rangewashed 10.10 
army duck shell. Detailed with a six-pocket front, 
button through cuffs and button-out side riding 
vents. Trimmed with solid brass logo shank  
buttons and corduroy collar. Made in USA.
SADDLE
XS, S, M, L, XL
NO. 214 - $190.00



565L | RED BLACK

Ladies Wool 
Arena Jacket New
The cowgirl’s version of our Wool Arena Jacket. For the first 
time, Schaefer has redesigned one its all-time best-selling 
jackets for ladies. All the bells and whistles of the men’s 
version are included. Constructed of 24 oz. Melton WoolTM 
and lined with premium nylon. Detailed with clean finished 
front and back western yokes, storm collar, logo snap cuffs, 
zippered front, and hand warmer pockets. Trademark Schaefer 
running horses embroidered on the back collar. Made in USA.
BLACK, AND RED
XS, S, M, L, XL
NO. 565L - $200.00

SADDLE

LADIES VINTAGE 
BRUSH JACKET New 
The cowgirls version of our Vintage Brush Jacket. 
Constructed from 10.10 army duck which has been 
rangewashed and detailed a traditional 6 pocket front. 
Other tailored in detail include corduroy trimmed collar, 
frontier cuffs and front trimmed with solid brass logo 
shank buttons. Made in USA.
CHAMOIS, AND SADDLE
XS, S, M, L, XL
NO. 309L - $140.00

1.800.426.207457

309L | CHAMOIS



HEATHER GRAY

TAUPE

RED

Ladies Wool 
Arena Vest New
Compared to finding a well-made ladies wool vest you 
can wear anytime, horse training is a snap. Our new 
Ladies Arena Vest is made of 24 oz. Legacy Melton 
WoolTM, lined with premium nylon. Detailed with our 
official Running Horse trademark embroidered on the 
back collar, full zip-up front with storm collar, and side 
entry hand warmer pockets. Made in USA.
BLACK, HEATHER GRAY, AND RED
XS, S, M, L, XL
NO. 730L - $170.00

RED

BLACK
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905 | BLACK

730L | HEATHER GRAY

Ladies Cheyenne 
Wool Vest New Updated Fit
A beautifully hand-tailored vest...constructed of rich 24 oz. 
Legacy Melton WoolTM and premium nylon lining. Form 
flattering with a hidden elastic back trimmed with solid brass 
logo snaps. Use it for a layer of warmth or as an upscale 
fashion statement. Extra detailing includes hidden two-way 
zippered front, mandarin collar, and two waist length pockets. 
Made in USA.
BLACK, HEATHER GRAY, TAUPE, AND RED
XS, S, M, L, XL
NO. 905 - $125.00



BLACK/WHISKEY TAUPE/CHOCOLATE

LADIES WOOL
BIG COUNTRY RANCHER New
Designed to keep you warm in galloping chilly winds in the city or 
out at the ranch, the Big Country Rancher is the perfect substitute for 
a ranch overcoat featuring a hefty 24 oz. Legacy Melton Wool TM shell 
and lined with premium grade taffeta. Tastefully trimmed with a full 
grain leather trimmed collar, front/back western yokes and two-way 
zipper dotrm flap front. Detailed with back riding vents, drawcord 
waist and antique brass logo snap trim. Made in USA.
BLACK/WHISKEY, RED/PALOMINO, AND TAUPE/CHOCOLATE
XS, S, M, L, XL
NO. 220L - $200.00

1.800.426.207459

220L | RED/PALOMINO



OPEN 24/7 @ SCHAEFEROUTFITTER.COM
800.426.2074 MON-FRI: 9 AM - 5:30 PM CST
info@schaeferoutfitter.com      @schaeferoutfitterusa     @schaeferusa

Visit our new flagship store  
AT Fort Worth Stockyards 
110 West Exchange  
Fort Worth, TX 76164

6715 corporation pkwy Suite A 
Fort worth, TX 76126
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FREE STANDARD SHIPPING  
ON ALL ONLINE ORDERS ONLY  
OVER $150.00 until 12/20/2019 on reg. priced merchandise.  
USE COUPON FREE1219 AT CHECKOUT. FREE RETURNS 
on all online orders. This offer is valid through midnight CST 12/20/2019 for 
standard ground shipping service of Schaefer’s choice in the continental U.S. If 
you choose express shipping regular shipping charges apply. This offer can 
not be combined with any other offer or be applied to previous or pending 
purchases. No cash value. All special catalog pricing expires 12/20/2019.

For Land. 
  For Life.

texas ranger
mcallin vest New
Wear it proudly. Schaefer’s NEW Texas Ranger 
McAllin Vest celebrates the Texas Rangers who have 
stood vigilant protecting the citizens of Texas since 
1823. Crafted from 15 oz. Legacy Melton Wool TM 
and lined with double-pocketed premium taffeta for a 
go-on silky smooth feel. This fine vest is detailed with 
a four pocket front with full-grain chocolate leather 
piping trim on the lower pocket welts. The McAllin 
is endorsed by the Texas Ranger Foundation. 
Schaefer Outfitter donates a portion of the sales price 
to the development of the new Texas Ranger Heritage 
Center in Fredericksburg, Texas. Join us to honor and 
preserve the history of the Texas Ranger for years 
to come. Offered exclusively in Chocolate with solid 
brass logo snaps fearturing the Texas Star as the 
centerpeice. Made in USA.
CHOCOLATE
S, M, L, XL, XLT, 2XL, 2XLT, 3XL
NO. 829TX - $145.00 | XLT-2XL $155.00  
2XLT-3XL $165.00

https://www.schaeferoutfitter.com/
mailto:info%40schaeferoutfitter.com%20?subject=Info%20inquiry
https://www.instagram.com/schaeferoutfitterusa/

